NY12) PEKING [Beijing], Nov. 11, 1973 -- KISSINGER TALKS WITH CHOU -- U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger holds talks Sunday in Peking with Chou En-lai in photo from Hsinhua, official Chinese news agency. On left side of table, front to back: Robert Ingersoll, assistant secretary of state; David Bruce, chief of U.S. mission in Peking; Kissinger; Winston Lord, special assistant to Kissinger; John Holdridge, assistant to Bruce and an unidentified man. On right side of table, front to back: Wang Hai-yung, a deputy foreign minister; Chi Peng-fei, foreign minister; Chou; Tang Wen-cheng, interpreter; Chiao Kuan-hua, the deputy foreign minister, and Fu Hao, assistant to Chiao and former UN delegate. (AP Wirephoto by cable from Tokyo) (as12049hsinhua) 1973 See AP AAA Wire Story.